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Paracord Critters (PC) presents full-color step-by-step instructions for twelve animal shaped knots

and ties, made with paracord. Featuring pieces carefully selected and designed by J.D. Lenzen, PC

will capture your imagination and increase your knowledge of wildlife, through the joy of tying cord.

A former naturalist and the originator of fusion knotting, Lenzen skillfully shows how to make a

menagerie of paracord creatures that live underwater, on land, and in the sky--with each creation

represented as a useful item (pin, key fob, necklace) or figurine. Paracord Critters, wildlife wonders

in paracord!
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J.D. Lenzen is the creator of the highly acclaimed YouTube channel ''Tying It All Together'' and the

producer of over 350 instructional videos. He's been formally recognized by the International Guild

of Knot Tyers (IGKT) for his contributions to knotting, and is the originator of fusion knotting--the

creation of innovative knots and ties through the merging of different knot elements or knotting

techniques. He lives and works in San Francisco, California.

I have bought several Paracord Fusion books written by JD Lenzen and have followed his paracord

knotting instructions online for several years. I preordered Paracord Critters the minute I knew it was

available, received it several days ago and am very pleased. His written instructions are precise and

understandable and the pictures are colorful and beautiful. I would recommend this book to anyone



of any age who is interested in learning paracord knotting.

I love it, it's my newest treasure. The photo's are so beautiful and there sure are enough steps with

clear photo's and a precise explanation.As a foreigner I had to get used to the knot terms, but they

all are in his "Twist & Terms" chapter, also very clear and right to the point, I got easily accustomed

with them. :-)It also fits in my _okay, big_ purse, and some critters are great to use your scraps too,

even T-shirt-yarn scraps :-D (with the T-yarn I had to change the head of the bumblebee, since

cotton can't be singed, and glue in my purse is not an option: sewing back the ends of a two ends

diamond knot makes the knot undone, but a one end diamond knot around an overhand knot of the

other end works great) :-)O, and also be prepared to miss your book every now and then: people

around you love to look at the beautiful pictures ;-)

I'm loving my new book I'm starting to make my on keychains useing paracord so I saw this book

you can also make these with paracord as well I really I like it a lot keeps my mind on positive

things.

I consider myself a fairly experience paracord crafter, but the instructions are difficult to follow, and

you really have to stretch your imagination to tell what some of the projects are.

Nice little book. Yes you can find these on the web but having the book is great when you are

working with kids and not hooked up to the electronic world. The pictures are nice as in all of his

other books. Nice addition to my library.

Love JD's books! Lots of bright colors and easy to follow instructions. Although a couple of the

critters don't resemble anything, the rest look like they're supposed to (ie you can tell what they are).

There are 12 in all. I was hoping there were a few more critters than that when I bought the book

and I'm still wishing there were a few more. Oh well.

VERY helpful step by step pictures that go along with the instructionswish more paracord books

were like this oneBUT, I also there were some other projects than a "rock crab" that basically looks

a kettle ball weight :o)

IMHO, you have to have quite the imagination to actually figure out what the critter is without looking



at the name.It is truly best for children who love to do crafts. If you ADORE every one of the

creatures on the front, by all means, buy the book, but my BF only liked one of the critters well

enough to make it. It was a gift that bombed (let me restate that, it was a REQUESTED gift that

bombed, but was for an adult)- and the best critters are on the cover for sure. I would not know the

turtle WAS a turtle had they not placed it in the sand with some Jelly Belly eggs! The dragonfly was

the only one I personally liked. Do YOU know what the bottom middle picture is of? I didn't!! BTW- it

is a jellyfish...
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